
One year in Tantra: A sientist's taleContat: TNT.Apollo�gmail.omOtober 22, 2012AbstratTo many of us, orgasm is the greatest pleasure that an be experienedwithout the use of drugs. However, this pleasure is typially all too brief,or in some ases even not routinely attainable. Tantra promises to providean alternative that is almost too good to be true: whole-body orgasmsthat last for minutes or even hours, and on top of that, a doorway intoaltered mind states, ultimately even inluding enlightenment. That's quitea promise. But does tantri pratie deliver? Is it more than some NewAge mumbo jumbo?Due to a hane enounter, I started tantri pratie about one and ahalf year ago, following the teahings of Alex Vartman's The New Tantra(TNT). As an atheist with a sienti� bakground, and without any pre-vious experienes � or even previous interest � in tantra, meditation, yogaor related praties, it's fair to say that I an o�er a skepti outsider'sview. This is preisely the aim of this doument. Where possible, I pro-vide pointers to the relevant sienti� literature, and also indulge in a bitof sienti� speulation.1 Welome to rational tantraThere are many introdutions to tantra available, both short and long, in theform of books, blogs or artiles. So why add another one to the long list? Mostinformation on tantra omes from two di�erent soures. One might all the �rstsoure �spiritual�1. This soure onsists of people that an on�dently reitethe names of the seven hakra's in Sanskrit, pratie yoga, burn inense andwear olorful lothes. They see tantra as a way to reah enlightenment, a stateof mind that is pereived to be peaeful and often assoiated with a feeling ofunity with the universe [16℄. The seond soure is more worldly and pragmati.This soure onsists of people that see tantra as a set of tehniques to improvethe sex life, intensify orgasms and strengthen relationships.This artile adopts a viewpoint that is di�erent from the previously men-tioned soures, and is meant for an audiene that is fairly rational and that hasa healthy dose of skeptiism towards �spirituality�. It should be absolutely lear1The word �spiritual� is next to useless, as it does not have a lear de�nition and meansmany di�erent things depending on ontext. 1
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that I do not laim to be espeially versed in tantra. I want to share some ofmy experienes in dabbling with tantra, provide some sienti� fats that mightunderly some of these experienes, and indulge in some speulations that atleast sound possible, if not plausible.Most of these experienes follow from praties learned from the mentors ofThe New Tantra, whose founder Alex Vartman is an Australian tantra teaherwho is mainly ative in Europe. His main interest is teahing a tantri path toenlightenment, partly through sex. If these last two sentenes arouse your deepskepti suspiion you belong to this artile's intended target audiene. Welome!2 A skepti takes the plungeI �rst ame into ontat with tantra by meeting a fairly experiened tantrapratitioner. When we �rst had sex, we agreed that I � following the tantriway � would refrain from ejaulation. This turned out to be a very interestingexperiene, inluding many seemingly innoent ations � suh as touhing anarm or a �nger � that seemed to evoke strong, orgasmi reations in my partner.In short, I was intrigued and deided to sign up for a tantra ourse. Thisturned to be a most exhilarating experiene, with many unexpeted rewards.One of the many surprises was experiening so-alled whole-body orgasms [11℄.Conventional orgasms are peak orgasms ; they last for a short time and theassoiated sensations are onentrated in the genital area. In ontrast, wholebody orgasms radiate through the whole body and an last for muh longer,up to hours. I'll introdue and desribe some more unusual experienes, suhas kundalini awakenings and satori states, later on. Quikly, I began to ponderabout the sienti� foundations of what I was witnessing and experiening.What exatly are full-body orgasms? Could one really indue altered states ofmind, simply through tantri sex praties? Is there a sienti� basis for theneed to refrain from ejaulation?What is lear to me now, is that tantri pratie an lead to unique experi-enes that an onfront you with the intriaies of the human mind, and mostimportantly, your own mind. I was surprised to see hard sienti� evidenefor implausible tantri laims, and vie versa, I was often ba�ed by the lakof sienti� knowledge on suh mundane topis as the mehanism behind maleejaulation.Absorbing my tantri experienes in a rational way has been a true joy. NowI've introdued myself to the extent relevant to this artile, let's turn to the keyquestion that surely arises by now. What is tantra, exatly, apart from a ritualpratie that originated in the East?3 Tantra in a boundless nutshellThere are many de�nitions of tantra, ranging from the purely sexual to thepurely ritual, and everything in between. Rather than repeating someone else's2



de�nitions and desriptions, I will attempt to desribe what tantri pratiemeans to me in very onrete terms. Let me remind you again that I do notlaim to be an expert in these matters! Broadly speaking, to me it seems thatthree aspets have been partiularly relevant during my praties:
• Learning to live in the present moment. This is not as unde�ned or woollyas it sounds. The idea is to simple fous on the matters at hand, withoutsuh things as mental wandering, unfoused mental hattering or irrele-vant worrying. This is a lassi goal of praties suh as yoga and medi-tation. Indeed, the wandering mind has been shown to be orrelated withunhappiness [9℄.
• Relaxing and awakening the body. Many tantri pratitioners an expe-riene strong orgasmi feelings from seemingly innoent events suh astouhing an arm, kissing, daning or even eating deliious food. Suh or-gasms are alled non-genital orgasms [11℄. The tantri view is that theseexperienes require a body that is not blunted by fators suh as stress,abuse or simply lak of awareness.
• Learning to inlude all aspets of life in tantri pratie. Many disiplinesrequire strit adherene to rules suh as refraining from drinking aloholor eating meat. Not so with tantra � tantra is �all inlusive�; any ation,suh as for example drinking a beer, an be part of a tantri way of livingprovided it is done with the right awareness and attitude.
• The �nal aspet naturally arises as a onsequene of the previous ones.By fousing on the present, with a relaxed and awakened body, one opensthe doorway to whole-body orgasms and altered states of mind [16℄.At this point, I should de�ne what I mean by altered states of mind. These areoften alled �spiritual experienes�, but I want to avoid the word �spiritual�, asit is so vague and ill-de�ned. Altered states of mind inlude for example out-of-body sensations, feelings of unity with the universe and intense feelings ofpeae and quietness of the mind [16℄. Following the philosopher William Jamesand his lassi work The Varieties of Religious Experiene, �rst published in1902 [8℄, I'll brie�y haraterize these states as transient, di�ult to desribein words (ine�able), enrihing (noeti) and to a great extent beyond onsiousontrol (passive). Kevin Nelson's book The God Impulse provides an exellentoverview of di�erent altered states of mind from a modern sienti� point ofview [16℄.4 Conquering the peak: whole-body orgasmsThe average duration of a peak orgasm for women is around twenty seonds [15℄and presumably even shorter for men. A brief pleasure indeed! However, it is asienti� fat that the lassi peak orgasm � assoiated with stimulation of the3



litoris for women, and with ejaulation for men � is only the tip of the ie berg[10℄.In women, various orgasms an be indued by stimulation of the G-spot andthe surrounding urethral sponge, the vagina, the uterus and the ervix. Theseorgasms are desribed as valley orgasms2; they typially last longer than peakorgasms indued by litoral stimulation, involve the whole-body and don't leadto the same state of sexual disinterest. These orgasms are learly not simplyindued by indiret stimulation of the litoris, as is sometimes laimed. Inaddition to the pudendal nerve whih onnets the brain with the litoris, thevagina, ervix and uterus are indeed onneted to the brain by three additionalpairs of nerves � the pelvi, hypogastri and vagus nerves (see Fig. 1). Strikingly,the vagus nerve is diretly onneted to the brain, bypassing the spinal ord. Itsinvolvement in orgasms is proven by the fat that women with a severed spinalord an still reah orgasms through the stimulation of the ervix [10℄.Men experiene the equivalent of litoral orgasm as the lassi penile peakorgasm and ejaulation, whih involves the pudendal nerve. In addition, menan also reah valley orgasms through stimulation of the prostate, whih in-volves the hypogastri nerve, and the retum whih involves the pelvi nerve.Stimulation of the prostate an lead to multiple valley orgasms where the semengently oozes out [10℄. In short, men an fairly easily attain valley orgasms bygenital stimulation, just like women an, if they inlude anal stimulation.The whole wiring network between genitals, retum and brain is shemati-ally shown in Fig. 1. It should be lear that a women's nerve wiring is muhriher than a man's. Moreover, males that do not engage in anal stimulationonly use one out of three nerve onnetions optimally. A dismal thought!However, orgasms don't neessarily involve stimulation of the genitals or re-tum. Orgasms an be indued by stimulation of the nipples or breasts, strokingthe arms or the bak, or even by thinking [10, 11℄. From a sexual point ofview, tantra involves going beyond the peak orgasm, and opening up the bodyto multiple valley orgasms that do not neessarily involve genital stimulation.This applies to both men and women, though without any doubt, attainingmultiple valley orgasms is harder for men than for women. These orgasms lastmuh longer than peak orgasms, and an go on for hours. In addition, theseorgasms are not assoiated with the loss of sexual interest and exitation thatis assoiated with peak orgasms.5 To ome or not to ome, that is the questionPeak orgasms aompanied with male ejaulation are generally not well seenin tantra, and most shools reommend to limit the number of ejaulations, orstop ejaulating altogether. Needless to say, this is a show stopper for manymen. �What, me, giving up orgasm � never!� However, the underlying ideais that peak orgasms inhibit the emergene of other, more intense sexual and2Aording to anedotal evidene, G-spot orgasms, espeially if aompanied with femaleejaulation (�squirting�), an also our as peak orgasms.4



Figure 1: The genitals are onneted to our brain via the spine by the pudendal,hypogastri and pelvi nerves [10℄. Women also have a diret onnetion �bypassing the spine � from the ervix to the brain via the vagus nerve (shownas bold lines) [10℄. The piture shows a shemati view on the onnetions forfemales (left) and males (right), with the nerves in the enter. One ould saythat men without the use of anal stimulation largely miss out on two out ofthree possible nerve onnetion to the brain, while women an aess four nerveonnetions without it. The hypogastri nerve in males an however also beaessed via the testes; it is this nerve that makes a kik in the groin suh apainful experiene. Lukily the nerve an also be used for more pleasurablee�ets.altered mind experienes. In addition, orgasm in males is not the same thing asejaulation, though most males are oblivious to this fat as both our in fastsuession and are di�ult to separate [10℄.Some shools, inluding The New Tantra, go so-far as to speak about orgasmaddition and orgasm hangover, lasting around twenty days. Orgasm hangoveris said to be assoiated with mood swings, lak of energy and general disinterestin familiar partners.Although far from sienti�ally on�rmed, these ideas are not as far-fethedas it seems at �rst glane; substantial evidene for long term e�ets indued byejaulation is available. As far as I ould �nd out from a searh through thesienti� literature, there is simply no data on this topi for humans. However,several animal models � notably rats3 � on�rm that ejaulation an be asso-iated with long terms a�ets, suh as sexual disinterest. Male rats that are3Rats are a surprisingly good model for human sexuality [17℄.5



allowed to ejaulate until full sexual exhaustion (SE) indeed need a staggeringsix to fourteen days for full reovery [4℄. Note that these long term e�ets arenot simply due to physial exhaustion. Interestingly, the SE is physiologiallydi�erent from the so-alled post-ejaulation refratory period (PERT), whih isthe period after ejaulation when further ejaulations are inhibited [14℄. No-tably, the drug biuulline diminishes the duration of PERT, but has no e�eton SE [4℄. It is not lear if SE and PERT are also present in some form in femalerats or � more interestingly to the reader perhaps � in women [14℄.A seond argument in favor of the tantri view on male ejaulation and peakorgasms stems from male-to-female transsexuals [10℄. Over the ourse of years,many suh transsexuals slowly evolve from experiening male peak orgasms,to female patterns, inluding beoming multi-orgasmi. This might indiatethat the brain an re-wire its sexual iruits in response to a physial hange.Perhaps, by refraining from peak orgasms, a similar re-wiring an our? Afasinating, and � at least in priniple � possible explanation.As for me, oasional peak orgasms do not neessarily seem to interfere withthe possibility of experiening full body orgasms. Perhaps it is important toavoid SE, while oasional PERT is aeptable? This fasinating topi mostertainly deserves more attention, and ould well be the subjet of sienti�srutiny.6 This is your brain on sexSurprisingly, the onept of �orgasm addition� and �orgasm hangover� has someindiret sienti� support. Indeed, the pleasurably e�ets of orgasm and vari-ous additive drugs, suh as heroin or oaine, are largely aused by the samemehanism in the brain: the dopamine reward system [19℄. An artile that de-sribed brain ativation during male orgasm drew parallels with a heroin rush[7℄. Indeed, not only orgasm, but also soial attahment and love has also beenviewed as some form of addition [3℄. Orgasm is pleasurable beause it �oodsthe brain with the neurotransmitter dopamine, whih plays a key role in addi-tion, though the details are not lear [18, 1, 20, 19℄. In addition, the frequentsurge of dopamine indued by drugs is aompanied with hanges in the brain.These hanges indue raving for a new drug-indued dopamine high. Sine or-gasm is essentially based on the same system, it is oneivable that in a very realsense most of us are atually addited to orgasm. Any �hangover� or withdrawale�ets simply go unnotied beause they are masked by frequent orgasms.Reently, it has beome lear that addits atually experiene a blunteddopamine rush when taking drugs, but a strong dopamine rush during rav-ing [20℄. It is the disrepany between the blunted response to the drug and thehigh expeted reward that seems to drive addition. Extrapolating to tantra,frequent ejaulation might via this mehanism lead to a strong raving for sex,but diminished satisfation. Again, this is pure speulation.Although the dependeny of orgasm on the dopamine reward system is wellestablished, it is far from lear what atually auses the PERT and SE peri-6



ods. After orgasm in both men and women, several hormones are released inthe blood, inluding prolatin, oxytoin and vasopressin. Prolatin is suspetedto be the o�-swith in males that auses the PERT period after ejaulation[12, 6, 13, 14℄. Indeed, prolatin release after orgasm was absent in a multi-orgasmi male subjet [6℄. Another key player in orgasm is the neurotransmit-ter serotonin. Serotonin by default exerts an inhibitory e�et, and a transientdrop in serotonin is probably required to enable the ourrene of orgasm [10℄.Serotonin also plays a key role in establishing PERT after ejaulation [14℄. SEon the other hand seems to be assoiated with hanges in the number of hor-mone reeptors in the brain, inluding reeptors for androgen and estrogen-α[4℄. Hene, it is lear that orgasm and ejaulation are assoiated with a widerange of neurohemial and hormonal e�ets [14℄, some of whih may last for alonger period [4℄.In onlusion, the tantri pratie of avoiding ejaulation and peak orgasmmight be an attempt to avoid the yli rise and fall of dopamine levels in thebrain, the e�ets of feedbak swithes suh as prolatin and hormonal hanges.Presumably, these phenomena ould lie at the base of sexual disinterest in longterm partners and mood swings following sexual ativity. Whether it is nees-sary to give up ejaulation altogether is unlear.7 The infamous Kundalini snakeWhole-body orgasms are a �rmly established sienti� fat [10℄. This is notthe ase for the topi that I now turn to: the so-alled Kundalini energy. TheKundalini energy is said to be a �life fore energy� that lies oiled up at the baseof the spine (see Fig. 2). It is often visualized in the form of a oiled up snake.Normally, this energy is said to be dormant. Through various praties, suhas meditation an yoga, this energy an be awakened and irulated throughthe body. The rising of the energy up the spine, all the way to the head,is said to produe deep altered states of mind. Cirulation of the kundalinienergy leads to spontaneous movements of the body, whih an inlude twith-ing, shaking, movements of the spine, adopting yoga-like postures or singingand daning. Abrupt movements are alled kriya's (pronouned �kree-yuhz�),while more �owing motions, typially involving the hands, are alled mudra's4.It often looks quite impressive! Sometimes, a kundalini awakening an ourspontaneous to individuals that are not involved in any tantri or yogi pratie,leading to great bewilderment. Sienti� researh on the subjet of kundalini en-ergy is essentially non-existent; one study suggests a relation between kundaliniawakening and near-death experienes [5℄.When I �rst heard about kundalini energy I was deeply skeptial. The�spiritual� and new age ommunities are rife with nonsense about �energies�and �frequenies�. In physis and siene, �energy� and �frequenies� have a wellde�ned meaning � surely kundalini energy was yet another example of pointless4The words kriya and mudra an have di�erent meanings in di�erent traditions and de-pending on the ontext. 7



Figure 2: 18th entury depition of kundalini awakening, India. The anientdepitions of the kundalini snake are often fasinating and beautiful.mumbo jumbo at its worst. However, I deided to put the kundalini energyonept to an empirial test. After all, it was quite possible that �energy� ouldbe interpreted in a metaphorial sense, that is, as a strong feeling or experienearising at the bottom of the spine and rising up to the head.The New Tantra uses a simple proedure to awake the kundalini energy,whih involves manual pressure on various points of the body, followed by ma-nipulation of the spine. The �rst time I tried out the proedure, I am not sure Iexperiened anything that ould not be attributed to hyperventilation or sensorydeprivation. However, shortly after, with the gentle help of some fellow tantrapratitioners, I experiened a strong surge of what I an only desribe as an in-tense orgasmi feeling shooting up through the spine to the head, aompaniedwith involuntary motions of the spine. My experiene ould indeed be desribedas an �awakening�, as these sensations ould subsequently be ativated easily atwill by fousing attention on the base of the spine. The intensity of the feelingsvary from time to time, but their presene an be experiened ontinuously.In onlusion, kundalini energy, in the sense of a strong sensory experieneassoiated with the spine, seems to be real and an be attained by simple pra-ties. Given my strong initial skeptiism, I �nd it impressive that suh simplepraties an deliver suh spetaular results. Though the explanations of kun-dalini energy as a �life fore energy� are learly nonsensial from a sienti� pointof view, kundalini energy as a sensory experiene is apparently real and atuallyquite pleasant. Gradually, the kundalini e�et an beome part of the tantrisexual pratie, through simple interations along the spine. It's surprisinglysimple and pleasurable.
8



8 Satori, samadhi and so onI now turn to the most ontroversial aspet of tantra: its laim that sex anbe used to eliit �spiritual experienes� and � spiritual awakenings�, whih I willdesignate as altered states of mind. These altered states of mind inlude forexample near death experienes5, out-of-body experienes and feelings of unitywith the universe [16℄. These experienes are losely related to the oneptof enlightenment : many believe that our onventional mindset o�ers a limitedview on reality. An enlightened mindset is typially assoiated with a lak ofmind wandering [9℄, a feeling of unity with the universe and freedom of su�eringindued by human emotions suh as sadness, greed or lust. Enlightenment is aonept that is entral to religions suh as Buddhism, Hinduism and Jainism,but is now inreasingly embraed by seular pratitioners of meditation andtantra. Roughly speaking, temporary states of enlightenment are alled satori6or samadhi7.As far as I know, there is urrently no sienti� evidene that the humanbrain an make a transition from a onventional state to an �enlightened� state.On the other hand, it has unequivoally been shown that mediation pratiesan have a pronouned e�et on the brain [2℄, and that mind wandering isassoiated with unhappiness [9℄. Roughly speaking, the human mind is alwaysin one of three states: dreamless sleep, REM sleep and wakefulness [16℄. Whihof these three states prevails is under the �rm ontrol of a swith, namely thebrain stem. The brain stem is very anient from an evolutionary point of view,and all mammals essential share the same brain stem. Altered states of mindare thought to arise when the swith gets stuk in between the three normalstates, and a hybrid state that is neither wakefulness or sleep is indued [16℄.If enlightenment exists at all, it is tempting to speulate that it is one of thesehybrid states, or even a fourth, urrently unknown state. I haste to emphasizethat this is pure speulation at this point, though not sienti�ally impossible.As a skepti, when I �rst started tantri pratie, I was deeply skeptial aboutany �spiritual experienes� and did not expet to experiene any. I onsideredthis the privilege of religious fanatis or guru worshipers. To my enormous sur-prise, within months, I started regularly experiening quite spetaular alteredstates, assoiated with various sexual praties. Two of these altered states arebrie�y desribed below. Neither of them involved the use of drugs, apart fromthe oasional beer.The �rst experiene happened during the �rst tantri workshop I ever at-tended, during sex with my partner in the privay of our room. I suddenlyentered a very pleasurable and warm state of absolute peae. Though I wasawake and onsious, I felt as I was engulfed in a deep sea of nothingness andblakness. When I emerged from this state, more than ten minutes had passed,5Near death experienes are a misnomer, as they our when the brain is very muh alive,though the heart might have stopped beating [16℄. A truly dead brain does not return to tellany tales; near death experienes thus do not in any way provide evidene for any afterlife.6A Japanese Buddhist term.7The word is derived from Sanskrit. 9



though it seemed muh shorter to me.The seond experiene, whih happened a few months later, was muh moreprofound and probably one of the most intense experienes I had in my life.Following some simple praties in a workshop onerning kundalini energy, Isuddenly felt euphori and beame unable to understand anything that was saidbeyond the oasional word. Gradually, the disonnetion from onventionalreality beome more and more substantial, until it ulminated in a vision ofa perfetly mathematially ordered universe. This vision was of an extremebeauty. This altered state ontinued and lasted for several hours, with manyinteresting visual and bodily experienes.In onlusion, it seems to be possible to reah various altered states usingtantri praties, without any speial religious zeal or guru worshiping. Obvi-ously, from a sienti� viewpoint, tantra thus seems to o�er a wide range ofopportunities for researh into human onsiouses.9 Words of advie to the timid skeptiAs a skepti, jumping in the muddy pond of �spirituality� and tantra is initiallya sobering � but also often hilarious � experiene. First, you will �nd yourselfpart of a very motley rew. There will be a lot of talking about �frequenies�,�dimensions�, �resonanes� and �energies�. There will be a lot of talking aboutJesus, Buddha and Shiva. They will horribly mutilate quantum theory withouteven blinking. But what does it matter if the praties and exerises lead tointeresting �rst-hand experienes? Figuring out the true � or at least plausible� how and why is for me atually half of the fun.Seond, it an be di�ult to share these experienes with your friends, letalone your family. Talking about altered states of mind in mixed ompanyusually leads to amusing soial disasters. On the other hand, it is importantto keep in mind that even after all your spetaular and mind blowing insights,Thou Shalt Not Proselytize!Finally, it's fair to say that �spiritual guidane� is the hunting ground ofboth harlatans, out for your money, and ults, out for your money and yourmind. I reommend avoiding these two options. Apart from these obviousonerns, it is of ourse also important to pik a teaher or shool that �ts yourgeneral preferenes. Praties vary from to shool to shool, ranging from anemphasis on eye gazing, holding hands and burning andles, to inluding fairlymind boggling sexual extravaganza that make surprisingly poor subjet matterover the Sunday roast. I, for one, am proud to say that I never memorized anySanskrit names of hakra's!10 More informationFor those interested in the physiology and neurohemistry of sex, the book �Thesiene of orgasm� by Komisariuk, Beyer-Flores and Whipple [10℄ is highly10



reommended. For a sienti� view on various altered states of mind, �The Godimpulse� by neurologist Kevin Nelson [16℄ is an exellent resoure. The title ismisleading, as the book is not so muh about religion, as about various typesof altered states of mind and their possible explanations.The following three referenes make make no laim on sienti� rigor, butprovide fasinating reading to the areful reader. For a pragmati introdutionto tantra, I reommend Barbara Carrellas' book �Urban Tantra�. An exellentresoure on enlightenment is Georg Feuerstein's �Holy madness�, while �Tantra� the path of estasy� by the same author provides an unritial overview oftraditional tantri praties, beliefs and onepts.Information on The New Tantra and their ourses an be found on theirwebsite, http://www.thenewtantra.om.11 Thank youI thank Alex Vartman, founder of The New Tantra, for his support and hisinterest in a ritial, sienti� approah to tantra, whih ulminated in thisshort artile. I thank the many people I enountered in the last year whoshared some tantri knowledge with me, and espeially the former and urrentmembers of The New Tantra team (Baba, Bodhi, Maya, Obelix, Redbull andQuirky). Finally, thanks to everyone who provided omments on the artile:Alex, Johan, Joy, Karen, Karin, Kurt, Søren and Yves. Speial thanks to Joyfor introduing me to tantra in a very thorough yet pleasurable way.12 ContatI hope this short artile was of some use � please send any suggestions or remarksto TNT. Apollo�gmail.om.
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